Teen Reading from the Adult Collection
A sampling from our collection to show the variety of things available
Now that’s a Good Question (230 SPROUL) answers many common questions about God, man
and how we should live.
The Essential Bible Companion (220.7 WALTON) Illustrated introduction
to each book of the Bible with maps, timelines and important people.
The Reason for God (239 KELLER) A more sophisticated
read, but answers the questions people are asking
today.
Is God Really In Control: Trusting God in a World of Hurt (231.7 BRIDGES)
How can we trust a God who allows suffering and natural disasters?
Blessed Are the Uncool: Living Authentically in a World of Show (248.4 GRANT) Yes, you can
happily abandon the futile chase after the in-crowd.
Growing Your Faith (248.4 BRIDGES) When we are gripped by the astonishing fact of Christ’s
love for us, we desire to draw close to Him. What can we do to deepen our relationship with
Him, to be more like Him?
Before You Live Together (249.72 GUDGEL) Valuable warnings for a common
temptation.
Through Gates of Splendor (266.986 ELIOTT) A classic missionary story of
conviction and sacrifice. Jim Elliot was one of five young men who flew into
the jungles of Ecuador to establish communication with the fierce and
isolated Waorani tribe.
Finding God in The Lord of the Rings (823 BRUNER) Short reflections on
meaning behind the action. Note: this is based on the books, not the
movies and so includes things you may have missed.02362
The Legacy of Sovereign Joy: Gods' Triumphant Grace in the Lives of
Augustine, Luther, and Calvin (920 PIPER) Short, thoughtful biographies of
three important men.
Faithful Women and Their Extraordinary God (920 PIPER) Especially for young women, this
collection of short biographies challenges us to live a life fully devoted to God.
Fiction on the other side
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Adult Fiction for Older Teens
As One Devil to Another (F PLATT) A modern take on C. S. Lewis’ classic,
with a deeply unsettling perspective on twenty-first century society.
Madman (F GROTT) A philosopher’s servant is sent to a Greek academy in
Palestine only to discover that it has silently disappeared, and he must
learn what has become of four of its scholars.
My Hands Came Away Red (F McCAY) A teen mission trip that turns deadly, with persecution,
killing, and the burning of a village in Indonesia.

Especially for young men
The Fight (F WORDLEY) Sam’s life has fallen apart and his anger is putting
him into dangerous conflict with those around him. When he meets
professional boxing trainer Jerry Ambrose, both of them must come to terms
with their past struggles.
The Youngest Hero (F JENKINS) A young country boy, transported to the big
city unrelentingly pursues a seemingly impossible dream: baseball greatness.

Especially for young women
Bound by Guilt (F DARLINGTON) A botched robbery at a used bookstore
sends a guilt-ridden teen girl on the run. Foster kid Roxi Gold longs
for a family and will do anything to fit in—even if it’s against the
law.
Angels Watching Over Me (F PHILLIPS Shenandoah #1) When the U.S. Civil
War tears apart the fabric of southern life, two young women, a
genteel plantation daughter and a slave must learn how to make
their way in the new order – first in a series
Time to Embrace (F KINGSBURY Women #2) Their whole life was a series of miracles. Can
they really hope for one more? As tragedy pulls their lives apart, can they somehow find
that all-important time to embrace?
Nonfiction on the other side
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